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'Time For Music' Returns April 15, 16
Armory Hosts Variety Show
by Fran McMannus

Wednesday and Thursday nights, April 15 and 16 will be
t~i~e-a-year n ~g~ts for Xavier. ~hen !he cast of the S~dality's
thud. annual Time For Music vanety show harmoniously
exclaims to an Armory-audience, "This Is A Once A Year
Day." This is the opening number of this year's enjoyment-

1

filled show. This number will be
followed by the best in young
adult entertainment. Brady Louis
from station WLW will hold
down the M.C. duties for the
third straight year. Songs will
be featured from everybody's
fair lady, "My Fair Lady," the
Rodgers and Hammerstein masterpiece of enchantment "South
Pacific" and that f~n-filled
caper, '"The Pajama Game."
The polished show that the
sure - to - be - delighted audience
will see will be a direct product
of the wizardry of two young
Pat Farrell and Lilian Heeg harmonize during rehearsal break.

FROM THE
OFFICE OF
THE DEAN
Rev. Henry J, Wirtenberger, S.J.
"DO-IT-YOURSELF"
PRE-REGISTRATION
Each student is responsible for
completing his own pre-registra- ·
tion for fall classes, in the following steps.
1. Thursday, April 9, 1959, ·and
thereafter-pick up Pre-Registration Materials at any one of
these three places:
REGISTRAR'S, DEAN'S or
ASST. DEAN'S OFFICE.
Pre-Registration Materials consist of: September 1959 Schedule
of Courses, Trial Schedule blank
(your work sheet), Blue & Buff
Pre-Registration Cards.
2. Select the courses required
in your Block Schedule and work
out a Time Schedule (avoiding
conflicts) on Trial Schedule
blank. Tvansfer this to Blue &
Buff Cards (write neatly-IN
INK).
3. Secure signature of an Adviser on Blue & Buff Cards. Advisers will help you with schedule problems.
Advisers of Seniors, Juniors,
and Sophomores are the teachers
in the department .in which the
student majors. See list of advisers on Dean's Board.
Freshmen schedules will be
approved either by one of their
present teachers or by an Ad·
viser in the department in which
they will major.
4. Finally, pre-registration is
completed by presenting signed
Buff Card (retain the Blue Card)
in the Registrar's Office at the
.time assigned below:
SENIORS (over 96 er. hrs.)Tuesday, April 14-9-11 a.m.
JUNIORS (64-95 er. hrs.)(A-r,..:.Tues., April 14-1-4 p.m.
(M-z.....wed., Apr. 15-9-11:30a.m.
SOPHOMORES (32-63 er. hrs.)
(0-Z-Wed., _April 15-1-4 p.m.
(H-N-Thurs., Apr. 16-9-11 a.m.
(A-G-Thurs., April 16-1-4 p.m.
FRESHMEN (0-31 er. hrs.)(A-D-Tues., April 21-9-11 a.m.
(E-I-Tues., April 21-1-4 p.m.
(J-L-Wed., April 22-9-11 a.m.
(M-0-Wed., April 22-1-4 p.m.
(P-S-Thurs., April 23-9-11 a.m.
(T-Z-Thurs., April 23-1-4 p.m.

entertainment magicians, co-director-producers Tom Gressler
and Bob Schaffstein. These two
gentlemen are known around the
campus for their show biz knowhow. The excellent choreography
for this wonderful show is being
handled by Miss Kathy Gardner.
But the magic of "Time For
Music" will not be produced by
a magic wand, but by the very
ha.rd work of e~eryone in the
laige cast. There have been
rehearsals every day _since. March
1 as every act ts directed,
sweated, sung, and danced into
perfection. All the ·headaches
have not been with the entertainment itself, however, for the
difficulties of staging the show
in the Armory arc numerous.
The stage that is in the Armory
is neither big enough, high
enough, nor in the right place.
So it must be enlarged to a

length of thirty-six feet, elevated,
and moved to the Northwest
corner of the room. Then, just
to make the game a little more
interesting, the stage in the
Armory, like the Shakespearean
stage, has no front curtain. So,
since this is not the Shakespearean era, the stage crew will have
to make a curtain out of rented
drapes, pipes, and scaffold.
Jerry Kucera, Business Manager, announces that the admission will be $1.25 per person and
$2.00 1>er couple. This small fee
will provide the audience a
chance to see first-rate entertainment ranging from the "Warsaw Concerto," played by Kathleen Long, to "Stupid Cupid,"
bouncily sung by Phyllis Sherman. Into this wide range fall
popular George Calvert, back for
his third appearance, singing,
"The More I See You" and campus personality, Dixie McBrayer,
singing a Dixie original, "Concentration Camp Rag."
Remember the dates, April 15
and 16. A good show at a good
price.

A possible change absorbs director Gressler's attention.
TO BE CAREFULLY AVOIDED ick, Dr. Tafuri
(a) As courses or sections are BUSINESS ADMIN.-Dr. Hailfilled, students must modify thj!ir stones, Dr. Harriman, Fr. Besse,
schedule to avoid Closed Courses. Mr. Brown, Dr. Bryan, Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Fatora, Dr. Hayes, Dr.
These Closed Courses will be Link, Mr. B. Martin, Mr. J, Marlisted on the Bulletin Board as tin, Mr. Mcintyre, Dr. Schultz
they close.
CHEMISTRY - Fr. Miller, Dr.
Check the Cl.osed Course List Dube, Dr. Garascia, Dr. Johnson,
before presenting your card to Dr. Klingenberg
the Registrar to make st.ire that
you have not chosen a closed CLASSICAL LANGUAGES-Fr.
Hetherington, Fr. Felten, Dr.
course.
(b) As usual, special permis- Harkins, Dr. Harper, Mr. Howard
sion for extra hours or courses ECONOMICS-Dr. Hailstones, Fr.
at the Downtown Evening Divi- Besse, Dr. Bryan, Mr. Donnelly,
sion must be seeured from the Mr. Fatora, Dr. Harriman, Dr.
Hayes, Dr. Link, Mr. B. Martin,
Dean.
(c) If you expect your Adviser Mr. Mcintyre, Dr. Schultz
to help you select courses you EDUCATION--Dr. McCoy, D1·.
must present him with your Clarke, Mr. Lavell, Dr. Lozier,
White Student Record Book -Fr. Malone, Ur. Sommer, Mr.
posted to date with the grades of Biles, Mr. Mccafferty, Mr. Rucourses you have taken.
berg
(d) Pre-Registration ends at ENGLISH-Dr. Wheeler, Fr.
4 p.m. on Friday, May 1, 1959. Clear, Dr. Doering, Mr. Feldhaus,
No changes in student schedules Mr. Glenn, Fr. Manion, Fr. Sulwill be made between that date livan, Fr. Sweeney, Mr. Wack,
and the final Registration period, Mr. Wentersdorf, Dr. Willer
September 16-17, 1959.
HISTORY & POL. SCIENCEThe success of your .fall regis- Dr. Peters, Dr. Goodman, Fr.
tration depends upon your care ~apica, Fr. Link, Fr. Mentag, Dr.
and accuracy now during pre- . Whealen
·
registration. You are responsible MATHEMATICS-Fr. Allen, Mr.
-to DO-IT-YOURSELF, so-DO IT Bruggeman, Mr. Cissell, Mr. LarWELL.
kin, Dr. Mahowald, Fr. McMahon, Mr. Santner
ADVISERS
ACCOUNTING-Mr. G. Selzer, MODERN LANGUAGES-Dr.
Mr. Behler, Mr. Maly, Mr. Smith, Bourgeois, Mr. Ebacher, Mr. Rieselman, Dr. Vega
Mr. Wilz
(Continued on Page 10)
BIOLOGY-Fr. Peters, Mr. Cus·

Tom Cahill puts life in the show.

Seniors And Sophomores To Take
Special E.T.S. Tests April 20
by Wayne Fehr

On Monday morning, April 20, all sophomores and seniors
in the College of Arts and Sciences will take a battery of
tests prepared by the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, N.J. There will be three 75-minute tests, separated by
10-minute breaks, cove.ring (1) Social Sciences, (2) Humanities, and (3) Natural Sciences.

These tests, which are administered in leading colleges all
over the country, are, in the
words of Rev. Henry J. Wirtenberger, S.J., Dean, "designed to
determine how well liberal arts
students have mastered the liberal content of their education."
Mostly multiple-choice, the tests
do not emphasize factual information, but rather reasoning
ability.
The nationwide results of these
tests will be compiled and published by the Educational Testing Service. Any student who
desires will be able to get a
transcript of his own score.
Xavier University will analyze

carefully the national results in
an effort to determine Xavier's
position in i·elation to other colleges in the country. The conclusions of this study :will be
published in the X.U. News.
Sophomores and seniors should
watch the bulletin · board In
Alumni Hall for a list of their
room assignments for these tests.
Since the tests will begin sharply
at 8: 30 a.m., all should be present in their assigned rooms by
8: 15 a.m. for instruction and
orientation. The complete testing
session will be over nt 12: 35 p.m.
Fr. Wirtenberger has empha(Continued on Page 10)
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News Editorial

From: Ozzie Auel Harriet
Just the other night one of television's most popular
family programs, "The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet,"
presented a novel show. The theme of this particular show
was "togetherness." Although the sincerity of Ozzie, Harriet,
David, and Rickey was exaggerated for humor, the sincerity
of the theme itself is certainly applicable to collegians.
PRACTICALITY AND CYNICISM
A natural phase in maturity is the acquisition of a prac·
tical outlook toward life. However, many times this practical·
ity evolves into an immature cynicism, and an individual can
temporarily fail to acquire a proper set of standards for life.
This phase of life when carried to the extreme of cynicism
can be very damaging to the individual's home life. Certainly
parents must realize the fact that their son is readily becoming
a man, that his tastes will be quite different, that his position
as a collegian will offer him many opportunities outside of
the realm of the home. Overweaning parents sometimes drive
their sons (for here we are concerned with students of Xavier
University) away from home.
DUTIES AND EXTREMES
But at the same time the young man must realize his
duty to his home and the promotion of "togetherness" there.
Gratitude should be the motivating force which promulgates
the "togetherness" in the family.
Unlike the television show in which the members of the
Nelson family sacrificed all of their individual tastes for the
good of the family, the young man of Xavier still must realize
that he has "certain" duties toward his family.
PRACTICALITY AND IDEALISM
This is all leading up to the promotion of Family Day by
the Xavier University News. The idea of spending one whole
day with the family, doing things together, strikes many as a
pious obligation. It might even be called idealistic. If the
undertaking were purely idealistic, if "togetherness" were
purely idealistic, the News would not bother to waste space
on its promotion. But simply because Family Day can help
instill practical ideals which will help formulate our standards
and values, we cannot possibly deem it "idealistic." Nor can
you if you have matured at all. Ideals with an honest estimation of life are necessary, and thus the honest attempt at
"togetherness" is likewise a necessity.
J.D.D.
II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . _ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ I M W. . . . . .IM. . . l l l l l l l l W

STAGELIGHTS
by Stafford P. Moone,.

1

I

llflV l l l l l l 1 - . - - 1 M W - l l - I M W l _ _ . l. . .lll. . .llM_..MMll. . . . . . . . . . , , , _ . ,. . . . ., , ,. . . .. _ , ,. . .

In "The Dark at the Top of the Stairs," playwright
William Inge gives his audience a cut-away glimpse of a
typical Oklahoma family at the turn of the century. His
typical family is midcile class, not rich but comfortable, and,
of course, on the verge of breaking apart. The father is a
frustrated rancher who makes his living as a harness sales·

man. His territory is 1being
threatened by the coming of
mechanized farming. The mo.ther
is dissatisfied with father's ·being
aw~y so much and with daug~~er s adolescent shyness. Her life
is centered around her small
son, a "delicate and sensitive"
child.
With the father's expected
departure from this mad-house,
mother's life is divided between
babying junior and pushing her
daughter into social acceptance.
The dear old aunt arrives from
Oklahoma City to impart her
two cents worth of advice to
mother and children, with the
result that daughter finally gets
to the dance and junior some·how starts acting like a boy.
Now the only problem is to get
pop back. What mom can't
accomplish, playwright Inge can
(well, that's what he is there
for). In the last act father walks
in during mother's darkest hour.
Family life is resumed but there's
always the chance that father
might walk out next week.

Music
Stand
b1' John Lopdon
Plans are currently being laid
for next fall's Homecoming festivities. Among the ideas under
consideration is that of booking
a name band for the Homecoming Dance. I'd like to go on record as strongly in favor of this
idea. My reasons for this support
are: the quality of music of a
time-tested name band is better
than the music a local group can
offer; under the present setup,
the Xavier students are being
charged too much for the dance;
they deserve more for their
money.
The road band business today
is a highly competitive field.
Those bands which are consistently successful and gain nationwide recognition m u st offer
something out of the ordinary.
Perhaps it is the clean, danceable
arrangements of the Les Elgart
band; the many well-known record hits of the Ralph Marterie
group; the blaring brass and dissonant chords of Stan Kenton;
the suave personality of Duke
Ellington; the individual sound
of Billy May. Whatever a name
band has to offer, it is a valuable addition to the college date.
A name band would change the
Homecoming dance from "just
another big dance" to one of the
real highlights of the school year.
Last year Student Council
realized a profit of about $2300
from the Homecoming dance; the
year before, the profit was $1100.
True, this money is channeled
back to the students and is the
chief source of money for council projects which benefit the
school as a whole. Still, I do not
think that council, or any other
group sponsoring a dance, should
make a $2.50 profit on each
ticket. That is just too much
money to pay for a local band
and some free potato chips.
In the past several years, UC
has had Count Basie and Woody
Herman for their Homecoming;
last year, Kent State had Duke
Ellington, Marshall, Stan Kenton, to mention a few examples
of schools about the · size of
Xavier.
If you agree with me about
this question, contact your Student Council representative and
let him know your feelings.

The Inge view is a welldetailed study of family life with
a marked emphasis on the value
of ~amily unity., His unity, however differs somewhat fr
th
.
'
om e
ideas of Father Payton.
No one character dominates
the show, a charac.teristic which
•
Inge has employed to success in
former plays. Bar.hara Baxley PLATTER PICKS-A jazz version of "Porgy and
as the mother and - Audrey
Christie as her sister, Aunt Lacey, Bess," the first album for a
converted a second rate cast into major label by the Gerry Mulligan Quartet, and the team of
at least an interesting one.
. Tony Bennett and Count Basie
• • •
It's still not too late to see one highlight the Columbia releases
of the greatest actresses of the for this month. It's hard to
contemporary stage, Julie Harris, imagine three better albums
who is starring in the tryout, bei.ng issued at one time.
Ever since I met Gerry Mulli"The Warm Peninsula" which
has three more performances at gan at French Lick last summer,
the Shubert. For those who have I have been convinced that he
never experienced the thrill of will become a jazz great of the
the legitimate theatre, and it is stature of Ellington, Armstrong,
remarkable the number at Xav- and Charlie Parker. In "What is
ier who haven't, now is the time There to Say?," Gerry's first
to break the bonds of conformity effort under the Columbia aegis,
all the musical qualities which
and live a little.
make Mulligan great are apparent-a baritone sax style which
is modern, yet maintains close
ties with jazz tradition, and a
Publbllad WHldJ' durlnl the .ehool year except durta1 vecauon perlode by Xavlar
disciplined group, experimental
Unlvenlty, Hamilton County, Zvamtori, ClnclnnaU, Ohio. e1.10 Pff J'UI'.
IEntered u HCond ele11 matter October 4, INI et tha Paa omce at
·
in that it does not include a
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of llareh a. 1m.
piano, which performs such tunes
BDITOR·IN-CmEF.......................................................................................... Roberl Q, Qaeenaa, •ao
llANAOINO EDITOR ............................................................................................ Denny Doller&J, '81
as "My Funny Valentine" and
Al80:ATE EDITORS .................... Tom Cahill, 'GO, Jerry lllarUn, 'GI, Ward Doerlnr, 'G9
the original "Blueport" with
•BAT RE WRITER ................................., ......................................................................Wayne Fellr, '119
ITA•• REPORTERS ........................................................ Mlke Marklewles, 'GI, Jim Keller '81
consummate al'tistry. This talent,
Ed S&abenraueh, '6:?, Frank Hulefeld, '6:?, Fran McMaau1, 'GI, Bob BrallJ' •01'
coupled with a forceful and perBill Molony, '63, Jack LeMouU, 'GI
'
'
COLUMNISTS .................... £. S. Edelmann, 'GO, Slafford lllooaef, '119, Jolla L•11llea, •ee
ceptive personality, make Mullia. DeVereau:s Vanek, 'GO, Pa& Wiechman
IPORT8 EDITOR ................................................................................................................1:11 Allam1 'llD
gan a major figure in any
Al818TANT SPORTS EDITOR .............................................................................. Hap O'Danl1l: 'Ill
attempt to gain greater acceptIPORTI WRITERS .................... Jaek Gardner, '110, Jae Pelrocelll, '60, Bon Kaela, 'II,
Tem Kall, 'GI, Larry Bnrne, '110
ance for jazz.
CIRCIILATION MANAGEHS ............................................ Cllarle1 Blank, 'G3, Oar,. Greff, 'et
8VllNBll MANAGEa ................................................................................................ 811 lellreeder•••
A flood of "Porgy and Bess"
WAOVLft MODBRATOR................................................................................ Hr, Tllema1 Q, Waell
albums is hitting the market
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...............................
by R. DeVereaus Vanek

The crisis over Berlin could
conceivably result in World War
III. I find this a very amusing
situation, because it parallels
another similar crisis which took
place roughly 300 years ago. The
dispute then, as it is now, was
over the occupation of East and
West Berlin. History books show
that it was then known as East
and West Newport.
The two factions who were for
a unified Berlin were the Hapsburg Hotdog Company and the
Bourbon Frankfurter Company.
Theirs was a selfish motive. They
had the control of the food markets and hotdogs were· the biggest food going. Hotdogs at the
time were more common than
milk is now.
Their ,opposition mainly came
from the National French Fruit
Growing Company who were
known as the "Fruity French"
or "French Fruits." They wanted
to sell bananas on the open market-frozen bananas, that is. Bananas .had just been discovered
eatable and early indications
were that they would rival and
even surpass in time the consumption of the traditional hotdog. The French wanted the
bananas to be used for foodstuffs
instead of just using banana oil
to light street lamps.

A world congress was called
in Dodge City and it lasted 11
years. Nothing was settled, but
what a time was had by all.
When nothing came of their
efforts, the members scattered.
Some stayed out West, but the
majority went back across the
sea to their homes. Soon diplomatic relations were severed and
the crisis came to a head when
a hotdog vendor was caught
holding the bag. (It was full of
bananas and hot ice.)
Europe was war torn for 17
years. The big propaganda machine for the hotdogites rolled
with such slogans as, "A hotdog
in every pot," "Don't change hotdogs in the middle of the stream,"
and "Tippicanoe and hotdogs
too." The French came back
with, "A banana keeps the doctor away," "In bananas we
trust," and they used most effectively a song titled, "Yes, we'll
have our bananas."
If history is to repeat itself,
we may take courage. The right
cause won out. The Hapsburgs
changed over to hamburgers, the
Bourbons .abandoned hotdogs for
"vieners," and the French turned
to selling postcards. Everyone
was happy until the next war
and then when they saw things
coming tq a head, they got SICK.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

by John Finn
and Terry Lautenbach

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Those of you that have played
East South West North
any bridge to speak of know
that there are several ways to
squeeze out that last trick needed
to fulfill your contract. One of
the more interesting and intricate methods of play is known
as the Dummy Reversal.
Two conditions must exist in
order to play a dummy reversal.
First, the trump in dummy's
hand must be good enough to
pull the outstanding trump. Second, the short suit must ·be held
in the closed. Basically though,
it is the diagnosis to play a hand
as a dummy reversal that is important.
.
The following hand will illustrate the play of a dummy reversa!.
NORTH
S-K, Q, 9
ff-A, 8, 5, 3
D-10, 6, 3
C-Q, 4, 3
WEST
EAST
S-8, 3
S-6, 5, 2
H-K, Q, J, 10 H-9, 7, 4, 2
D-Q, 8, 2
D-A, K, 9, 7
C-J, 9, 7, 6
C-10, 8
SOUTH
S-A, J, 10, 7, 4
H-6
D-J, 5, 4
C-A, K, 5, 2
Dealer; East
Both Vulnerable

pass
1 S.
pass
2 S.
pass
4 S.
pass
pass
Opening Lead; K of Hearts
Notice that the conditions for
a dummy reversal are present.
North's trump will pull the outstanding trump and the short
suit (Hearts) is in declarer's
hand. Now, why play the dummy
reversal?
Look at the N-S holdings. It
appears that they must lose 3
diamond tricks and 1 club trick
if the clubs don't split 3-3. The
percentages tell you that an even
number of cards will split against
you; that is 4-2, so N-S is off 1
trick without the dummy reversal. But using it, this contract is
fulfilled.
THE PLAYThe heart king is taken in
dummy with the Ace and another
hear.t is ruffed with the Ace of
spades. Dummy is re-entered
with the 9 of spades and another
heart is ruffed with another
HIGH trump. Spades are led
again to dummy's Queen. The
last heart is ruffed with declarer's last trump. A low club .
is led to dummy's Queen, after
which the last trump is led with
South discarding a diamond. A
low club is led back to declarer's
A-K for the 10 tricks, thereby
fulfilling the contract.

prior to the release of the
$7 million Goldwyn epic this
summer. The best of these
albums which I have heard is
the jazz treatment by a 19 piece
band featuring Miles Davis as
the only soloist. The unusual,
moody arrangements of G i 1
E~a~s captures the melancholy
spmt of the Gershwin score
accurately; Miles is, as ever, an
exciiting artist.

All the fervor of a big football
weekend is contained in "In
Person," recorded last fall in
Philadelphia where Tony Bennett and Count Basie were working together at the time of the
Army-Navy game. The drive of
the Basie band and the power of
the Bennett voice make such
tunes as "Lullaby of Broadway,"
"Without a Song," and "01' Man
River" memorable experiences.
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A May Weekend For •

MILITARY ·MUSINGS Xavier's
by Ed StubenrauchSince the beginning of the
second semester, the Xavier
Company of the Pershing Rifles
has been preparing for the coming spring drill meets. At present
the men are practicing a total of
5 hours a week, with scheduled
drills at 7 a.m. each Tuesday and
Thursday morning, and 1:30 p.m.
every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. Supplementary drills are
held on Sundays, sometimes running four hours in duration.
During these periods, the training is broken down into two
parts. The first part is concerned
'with straight platoon drill with
which each ·basic cadet is familiar. Through this process Company G-1 is equipped to enter
straight platoon, straight squad,
which is a form of drill completely -unfamiliar to all but the
Pershing Rifles. This type of drill
deals with precision column and
flanking movements coupled with
· fancy drill movements. The
sequence and variations utilized
are the creation of the cadre and
members of the team itself. It is
extremely more complicated than
regular drm, requiring longer
practice sessions as well as
greater dexterity. This second
part is in preparation for exhibition platoon and squad competitions. These factors are combined to aid the Pershing Rifles
in the pursuit of their goal which
is to instill in the individual the
proper concepts of discipline,
co-operation, and leadership
through the exercise of drill and
competition.
During this last semester the
Xavier Pershing Rifles. were
represented at the University of
Illinois on March 14 along with
other similar units from across
the nation. Another nation-wide
meet will be held at the University of Tucson on May 2, 1959.
The annual First Pershing Rifles
Regimental drill meet will occur
at Ohio State University on
May 8 and 9, 1959.
1

Summer Camp
Approximately 14,500 Reserve
Officer Training Corps advanced
course students will report to
installations throughout the
United States on June 29 for six
weeks of summer training.
The training period, which
comes between the junior and
senior years, supplements instruction received by the students in 249 colleges. Upon completion of the advanced course,
the ROTC cadets will be eligible
for appointment in the Army
Reserve or the Regular Army and
for service in the Active Army.
The summer camp dates for
Xavier ROTC juniors are from
June 21 to July 31 at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, which Is the United
States Artillery a n d Missile
School. The camp will consist of
six weeks of practical application. of the material taught for
the past three years with emphasis on the Advanced Course
curriculum. This Advanced
Course curriculum is time con-

LAUNDRY
1818 Mont1omeQ Road

EVANSTON

.. . .

Annual Fa1nily Fest

Throughout the eountry, coTlege students take part In activities usually termed spring week
festivities. Here at Xavier, such
a weekend will be held on
May 16, 1959. On that particular
Saturday, Xavier students, parents, and faculty members wlll
gather on the campus for the
annual Family Day eelebration,
sponsored by the Xavier Dads
Club.
The weekend will begin for
students at the Clef Club Concert and Dance in the Netherland
Hilton Hall oi Mirrors. The Empress of Family Day finalists
will be named at this dance. The
same evening, a faculty reception and cocktail party will be
held in the Armory for all Xavier parents. The Cincinnati parents will play host to the outof-town parents.
The actual Family Day ceremonies will be highlighted by a
Pershing Rifles Exhibition, a
baseball game between Xavier
and U.C., a Masque Society production, a groundbreaking ceremony, a dinner, a variety show,
and a dance. Dance tickets and
contest entry blanks are now
available.
Student co-chairmen for the

""RSITY SHOP

~
~·
SECOND FLOOR

CREATED FOR COLLEGE MEN!
RED-LINED WASH-AND-WEAR

EASY-CARE JACKET

12.95
Men! It's terrific! This sand color, combed
cotton and Dacron. jacket is fully lined with
red foulard-print cotton . . . with a flash of :
red showing beneath the pocket flaps, collar
and cuffs. It washes so easily, dries so quickly,
and needs little or no ironing. So comfortable
with its ragfan sleeves. Sizes 38 to 46.

LEVI'S CASUAL SLACKS

MARLEY'S VARSITY SHOP ~

event are Carl Beck, decorations;
Mike Murphy, tickets; and Bob
Queenan, publicity. Decorations
committee members are Tim
Deegan, Bob Marth, Tom Kress,
Doug Bergmoser, and Ward Doering. Ticket committee members
are Don Brugger, Bob Connors,
and Jimmy Fie.
Bruce Barton and Charles
Boufford will be in charge of
housing. Hotel and motel reservations must be made through
these two men.

TUXEDO
'RENTAL

LANDEN, LTD.
635 Vine St.
PArkway 1-7345

Open Monday and Thursday Nights 'til 8 :30
For All You Students Whose Daytime Hours
Are Taken Up with Classes and Athletics

Wash-and-wear polished cotton slacks with
tapered legs and side pockets are sanforized
to keep their fit : .. less than 1 % shrinkage.
They need little or no ironing. Sand or charcoal in sizes 30 to 36.
5.95

THE SHIRT

One Block 8outb of DAM
A Few llloeu Nortb
Of Tbe Dol'llll
8Hhelor Sente•
Fluff Dr7 Bundi•
' BOUR SDVICB

suming; therefore this should be
a word to the wise to those who
are considering joining the Advanced Course. However, the
advantages of the Advanced
Course outweigh the disadvantages in many respects too numerous to mention. If one would
like an embellishment of the
various aspects of the Advanced
Course he need only consult any
one of the cadre in St. Barbara's
Hall. They will be more than
willing and thoroughly delighted
to talk over any problems one
would have concerning this subject. This information should be
of interest to all underclassmen
for it is now up to them to make
the big and deUberate decision.
Friday, March 20, 1959, approximately 70 juniors received their
first series of shots to prepare
them for summer camp. Thursday, April 27, they will fill
out reams of forms to prepare
Uncle Sam for the invasion of
the Artillery Center this summer. Also, on Friday a representative of the Cincinnati Police
Department took their fingerprints.

• •

CAREW TOWER S'l'OBE ONLY

SECOND

n.ooa
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CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
3832 MONTGOMERY 8".

2 Minutes FNm X&.ter
<One Block South of Dana)
IEffenon 1-9111

Cet WILDROOT
CREAM·OIL Charlie!

r
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News Sports Editor
"JOCKO" BUILDS A LEGEND"Jocko" Serieka, the twenty-five year old former hockey
player from Winchester, Mass. who runs at fullback for
"Mick" Connolly's Musketeers, is the type of athlete around
whom legends grow.
At Huntington, W. Va. last fall the Xavier football
. machine was grinding through th~ sloppy Marshall College
turf toward touchdown land. Nothmg could go wrong for the
Muskies as they drove on the goal with an incessant barrage
of power plays.
.
•
Midway through the drive Xavier huddled to determine
its next move. The backs all clamoring for their cut of the
. ·· .... )
..
glory drowned out the signal-calling attempts of quarterback
xavle~ bas~haff ~~;~ht:.Don Ruberg, himself a former pro pitcher, points out a few fine points of the
Ralph Lane.
"Dammit!" barked Ralph in desperation. "Shut up and pitching grip to Muskie hurlers Dick Strenk, left, and Bill Dressman. Dressman, a righty, and Strenk,
a southpaw, are expected to carry a heavy portion of the Muskie mound duties.
let me call the play, will ya?"
With an air of caution, Serieka pointed behind Lane and
warned, "Watch your language, Pappy, there's a Jesuit
behind you." Lane wheeled
around to see only the grimy
"With a young team on our inexperience of the guards. The at that important post. The rest
mugs of the Marshall line.
hands, we're going back to the end and center slots are strong of the backfield positions, he
The Serieka sense of humor basic fundamentals of the game numerically; ne~t year's sophs declared, are wide open.
was even more evident just -even ·more so than we normally will have to develop if the other
The 51-man squad is now
after the Xavier_ Kentucky do in the spring." So spoke foot- two positions are to be bolstered. working primarily on offense,
C o n no 11 y expects a battle and will continue to do so for
game of "Jocko's" sophomore ball coach Mick Connolly as he
year. The big fullback had and his assistants prepared to royal for the quarterback spot, at least two weeks, said Conbeen hit and hit hard (after send their charges into the see- since no letterman ·are returning nolly.
the whistle) by 'the Wildcats' ond full week of spring drills.
All-American lineman, 238Practice, which was delayed ..4 Sports Editorial·
pound tackle Lou Michaels. A by the weather and Connolly's
stretcher had to be sum- · hospitalization, finally got under
maned to cart the injured way last Saturday and has .been
On Saturday night, May 10, 1958, the Xavier varsity footSerieka from the field and in progress throughout this week.
ball
squad bowled over a makeshift alumni eleven 58-0 before
transportation to wheel him
Spring Game April 25
to the hospital.
The Spring Game is scheduled a rain-soaked audience of 1500 fans.
...
The
varsity
snowball
rolled
slowly
at
first,
scoring only
Michaels, who's since be- for April 25, with drills scheduled
come a star defensive end for to continue till the 30th in order once in the first period on a five-yard surge by halfback
the Los Angeles Rams, visited to use all 20 of the allotted Faust Coyle. Early in the second stanza Terry Meyer busted
through the Alums for an 81-yard dash that promoted the
·"Jocko" the next day, appar- sessions.
.
"Jocko" Serleka
ently anxious over the MusConnolly also announced that varsity margin to 12-0.
For all practical purposes the contest could have been
Xavier Fullback and Co-captain keteer's cond-ition.
senior Ralph Lane, quarterback
"How do you feel?" asked last fall, is helping out with the "called" right then and there. The All-Stars were down and
Big Lou. "Did I hurt you bad when we collided?"
spring practice, and that full- all but counted ol!t. By the fi~a! gun the Musketeers had piled
"Oh, I'm all right," replied Serieka. "How'd you come back Jocko Serieka, co-captain up another 46 pomts, some r1d1culously easy,· and had aggre·
.
ou;t of it?"
next fall along with Tom Mc- gated 338 yards and eight touchdowns.
The reasons for the alumni team's inefficiency were
The Serieka legend can count two personal contributions Graw, will miss two weeks of
of the News. Two years ago, under another sports chief, the practice with a bladder infection. many, but bojled down to a lack of strength in numb«:rs. Not
enough senior footballers were graduating to provide the
News inaccurately placed "Jocko" on the list of ineligibles
Need Tackle Depth
for spring practice.
The main problems facing the Alumni's core and not enough capable Alumni consented to
participate. As a result, the varsity fourth-string was transMuskies,
statedatConnolly,
are the
Three weeks ago the News' sports page couldn't seem to lack
of depth
tackle and
the ferred to the alumni roster and played a great deal of the
remember that in addition to his many other achievements,
game. At times the match on the field was the varsity fourth·
hard-running Ed Serieka was one of the 1959 football co-capstring versus the varsity first-string.
tains. Guard · Jim Link, 1958's Most Improved Player, was
eivs 0
This year's alumni squad will .have the benefit of 12
mistakenly paired with Tom McGraw in the co-captaincy.
graduating seniors, including such· outstanding gridders as
What's Link's new nickname? Why "co-captain," of course! MVP Trophy
Art Del Conte, Terry Meyer, Joe Schroeder ~nd Russ Goings.
Nevertheless, Serieka greets the News with no antipathy.
With this core to build around, there is no reason why the
When we apologized for the most recent error, the six-foot,
All-Stars shouldn't be "All-Stars."
198-pound speedster summoned his most eloquent Massachu·
Xavier's 1958-1959 basketball
Yet, the Alumni must still supplement this core if the
setts English .. and shrugged in his inimitable high-pitched
banquet will be held Monday game is to continue to be billed as a Varsity-Alumni b~ttle.
manner, "Don't sweat it, man, don't sweat it."
night at the Sheraton Gibson If it is to revert to an intra-squad game, it should be billed
"Jocko" bears with· us.
Roof Garden at 6: 30 p.m.
as such.
,

Drills Stress Fundamentals; Serieka Out

Football Or Farce?

N

Present
At
Annual Banqriet

Muskies Viviano, Stein
Among NBA Selections
by Hap O'Danlel,·
Asst, Sports Editor
Although the basketball season has been over more than a
month, Xavier co-captains Joe
Viviano and Hank Stein are still
in the :news.
Stein was third-round draft
choice of the St. Louis Hawks.
Henry has an excellent chance of
making the club next year, as
the Hawks are relatively weak
in the backcourt, and will be
hurting if Slaier Martin calls· it
quits.
Will Not Play
Viviano was selected by the
Cincinnati Royals on the 12th
round, but has announced that
he will not try out for the club.
Joe, who wants to get started in
business (not, he emphasized,
with his father's concern), would
like to give A.A.U. ball a fling.
Stein, the hero of several other
post-season games a year ago,
came throuih in fine fashion to
1

propel the North to an overtime
win over the South in the NorthSouth All-Star game at Raleigh,
North Carolina, March 28. Seven
of his 20 points came in the
overtime. Hank was also the
game's leading playmaker with
seven assists.
Title Relinquished
Because he did not have the
required 90 conversions, Stein
had to relinquish his national
free throw shooting crown to
Oklahoma State's Arlen Clark.
Stein hit on 86 of 100 for .680;
Clark's mark was .852.
Four school records were toppled by Viviano. Besides the
career scoring mark, which he
set with 1338 points, Joe also
established career records for
most field goals, highest field
goal percentage, and ·most minutes played, and barely missed
the rebounding and foul shooting records. All the marks were
held by Dave Piontek.

T

Awards for the season's Most
Valuable Player, Best Free
Throw Shooter and Best Rebounder will be given. In addition, the 1959-1960 Captain will
be~~noi;:;~:~· va1uabie Player
trophy, presented annually by
Mr. Alex Sinclair of the Cincinnati Garden in co-operation
with the News, will be presented
by News sports editor Ed Adams.
Letters will be awarded.
1

Kentucky Downs Xavier
Golfers In Season Opener
Xavier's golf team dropped Its
openlnr match of the season,
falllnr 18-11 to Kentucky Tuesday at Lexlnston. loe Ziegler of
Xavier shared medalist honon
with Kentucky's lohJi Kirk with
a par '12. Other Xavier 1eores
were Dick Baerman's '13, Ed
Jacob's '13, Mike Moloney's 'J8,
Carl Scblottman's 'JS, and Ton1
Conlon's '18.
Golf coach Ray Baldwin is in
the process of selecting his squad
at the present time. Baldwin,
who has carded l '1 matches for
his linksmen, sees his team as .
one with good talent, and expects
it to have a good season.

It is the responsibility of the Alumni (and this years
seniors) to respond and to restore the Spring Game to the
status of football. Last May's contest wavered between foot·
ball and farce.

~1Jll\r.;;;~~;--r~~;__;iiiiiijiiiiiiij~··iiji

XU Netmen Open
10-Match Schedule
vs. Dayton Thursday

Dayton's Flyers will provide
the opposition when the Xavier
tennis team, coached by Bob.
Massman, opens its season next
Thursday on the Xavier courts.
Mcconville Captain
Four lettermen return from
the club which had a 4-9 record
last year- senior captain Mike
Mcconville, and sophomores Bob
Peterson, Bob Tomoff, and Jack
Adam. Newcomers this season
are senior Joe Jordan and freshmen Tom Beerman, Tom Kress
and Jim Feistel.
Need Sln1les Leader
Massman expects his club to
have good depth, but' is looking
for a strong No. 1 singles man
and two good doubles combinations. He believes that the added
experience will enable the MusCblll 11 SpasbeUI,
kies to win a good number of
Cone~ llludl - I for IM
their _10 matches, however.
Wltla Beam, Cla. . . aad o.&ou

1
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Muskie -Baseballers Drop Three Games To
Ft. Knox; Travel To Ohio State This Weekend,
For~ . Knox's p~o-laden Tankers, loaded . with superior XAVIER BASEBALL ROSTER
ammunition and with the advantage of havmg played six
Fourteen new faces dot the 21games already, got the Xavier binglers off to a bad start by man baseball squad, which Rushelling the Muskies for three defeats at Fort Knox last berg selected Friday, March 20
weekend.
.
after three weeks of practice.

The Soldiers scored in the last
of the 7th in both games to pull
out one-run decisions, 4-3 and
5-4, in a doubleheader Saturday,
then applied the heavy guns to
vanquish the Musketeers 11-7 in
a Sunday singleton.
Three unearned runs, all but
the winning tally, spelled defeat
for the X-Men in the first game.
Xavier outhit the Tankers in this
one, but four Muskie errors
evened the run production. Carl
Labmeler, who doubled and
singled, and John Gieske, who
slapped two singles, led the
Musketeers at bat.
Gleske Hits Grand Slam
In the second game, Gieske
smashed a 340-foot homer with
the bases loaded in the second
inning, but the Tankers came
back to tie the score in the fourth
frame and push across the winning run in the 7th.
Sunday saw the Soldiers comb
five Muskie hurlers for 11 hits
to post an 11-7 win. The Knoxmen also used three double plays
to snuff out Muskie uprisings.
LINESCORES
Xavier ........ 003 000 o-3 1 4
Fort Knox 200 010 1--4 5 0
Dresmann, Strenk (6) and Polllon; English, Adamchlck (1) and
8. Miller
Xavier ........ 040 · 000 0-4 4 0
Fort Knox 000 400 1-5 6 0
Haas, Tepe (4), Strenk (1) and
Poillon; R. Miller, Zerulll (5)
and B. Miller
Xavier ........ 000 052 0-1 7 3
Fort Knox 301 052 x-11 11 3
Williams, Penker '(l), Wessels
(5), Tepe (5) and Boylan, Polllon (5); Mansell, Schnelder (6)
and Royer

Their "spring training" completed with the series at Fort
Kno last weekend, the Musketeer
baseballers look to another formidable foe when they journey
to Columbus to take on Ohio
State in a single game Friday
and a doubleheader Saturday.
Coach Don Ruberg's optimism
for a good season hasn't been
dimmed, despite the three losses
to the Knoxmen. "We hit the
ball real well, but right at
somebody," commented Ruberg.
"When they start to drop in
we'll be all right."
Ruberg considers the Muskie
defense as the team's strong
point, and expects the pitching
to improve as the season progresses.

The Muskie lineup is still in the
experimental stage, with everyone being give!) the chance to
win starting berths.
Pos. B T Class
George Haas .......... P R R Sr.
Bill Dresmann ...... P R R Jr.
John Penker .......... P R R So.
Ken Williams ........ P R R So.
EdTepe .................. P RR So.
Dick Strenk .......... P R L So.
Jerry· Wessels .... P-OF R R Sr.
Jerry Casper ........ INF R R Sr.
TerryBrannen ........ 2B R R so.
Don Ayersman ...... 2B L R Jr.
Carl Labmeier ...... SS R R Sr.
Roger Br~dy .......... SS R R Jr.
Frank Howard ........ 38 R R Jr.
Harry Wagner ...... 38 R R So.
Jack Matzet .... 18-0F L L Jr.
John Gieske .......... OF R R Sr.
Jerry Lukowitz .... OF R R So.
Lou Reibling ........ OF R R So.
Mike Gallagher .... OF R R Jr.
Tim Boylan .............. C B R Jr.
Denny Poillon .......... C R R Jr.

\•-.&••II A llllll&llD IUO&-llAml• IQMllHT

Jack Matzet, 22-year-old junior who was Xavier's leading
hitter last season at .368, is expected to carry the brunt of the
club's RBI load.

v

1111 TMI OOOA•OOLA COMPAala

Dr.Livingstone?

Xavier Sailing Club
Wins Quad Regatta
Xavier's Sailing Club squeezed
by the University of Cincinnati
Afterguard 35-34 to win the
annual Xavier Quad regatta,
held last Saturday at Lake
Cowan. Next in order were the
U.C. Sailing Club and the Michigan State Afterguard. The Afterguards are composed of the
schools' graduates who still take
part in the sailing events.
Needing a second place in the
final race to win the regatta on
points, Xavier nosed out Michigan State for that spot in a tight
finish after U.C. had won the
race.

0

What a happy man he w.ould have been U
bis man Stanley ~ould have J>rought alona
a ~rton of Coke! That cold crisp taste.
that lively lift would certainly hit the spot
with any tired explorer. In fa~t, after your
next safari to class~woulcln't Coca-Cola
taste good to rout
BB REALLY RBF.RBSHBD ••• HAVB A COKBI
loHfecl under authority of th• C0co•Colo Com1any ·b)

•

•

Tl:IE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

..............................
•

•

TH.ERE'S AN IMPORTANT FUTURE AHEAD FOR THE MEN
WHO WEAR THESE WINGS ~~II

The Air Fol'ce pilot or navigatol' is a man of many talents. He is, first of all,
a master of the skies-and no finer exists. In addition, he has a firm back·
ground in astro-navigation, electronics, engineering and allied fields. Then,
too he must show outstanding qualities of leadership, initiative and self·
rellance. In short he is a man eminently prepared for an important future
in the new Age of Space. Find out today if you can qualify as an ~ii: Force
pilot or navigator. Paste the attached coupon on a postal card and mall it now.

GRADUATE THEN FLY
U.S. AIR

FORCE

AVIATION

CAO ET

PROGRAM

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Aviation Cadet Information, Dept. A-94
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
Please send me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in the U.S. Air
Force. I am a U.S. citizen, between the ages of 19 and 26~~ and a resident of tho
U.S. or possessions. I am interested in D Pilot 0 Navlgutor training.

Nam•--------------Coll•o•-------Stre•t-----------------------Cifi-------------Zon1-8tat•-------
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Student Council

Doings

Mardi Gras Homeco1ning Net $3,000
by Jerry Martin, News Associate Editor

Taking the reins of his gavel in hand, President Schneider
led Student Council through one hundred five minutes of
meeting, and cast the deciding vote in an interesting debate.
ABSENT were Messrs. Lautenbach, O'Donnell, and Chandler,
this being the fifth unexcused absence for Mr. Chandler,
freshman
officer. Due to a pre.
v1ous
engagement, the Student
.
•t·
A ct 1v1 ies R oom w1·11 no t b e
available to COUNCIL NEXT
WEEK. The meeting will be held
· Alb ers H a ll, e1'th er th e Fi'ne
m
A r·ts R oom or th e p u bl'ic Rela.
c onference Ro om.
t 10ns
The final resuJ.t of the MARDI
GRAS Report shows that the expenses. of both nights came to
some eighteen hundred dollars,
income was twenty-four hundred,
with a net income of about six
hundred dollars, five hundred of
which was netted from the Friday night Over-the-Rhine Party.
This weekend, in combination
with Homecoming, netted some
three thousand dollars clear.
There were several recommendations from the chairman: There
be more or better surveillance of
those leaving at the end of .the
night, s i n c e a preposterous
amount of tablecloths and beer
mugs were taken, and that more
underclassmen be on the commi·ttees, so that in future years
they would have a better idea on
the running of such an event.
The final report of the ACTIVITY TABULATION COMMITTEE resulted in three sheets on
each graduating senior. These
sheets will be available to any
interested employer, or to anyone else with a legitimate reason
for seeing them. The first sheet
is an expansion of the present
yellow sheet which seniors fill
out, concerning the activHies
they have been in; the second
sheet has questions deciding the
amount of correlation between
the amount done by a student

t h e was a ble to
an d th e. amoun
.
.
do cons1dermg
the circumstances
.
.
.
?f his ex1stenc.e. The .third sh~et
is. a per~onahty ratmg, which
will be given to the moderator
. .
of each club or organization
h'
h
th
·
h
b
·
w ic
e . semor as een 1n.
The execution of all these, now
that they have been passed, rests
with the student activity office,
and is up to their judgement.
Due to the absence of anyone
from the judicial board, the proposed C 0 NS TIT UT I 0 NA L
AMENDMENT concerning absences was left tabled for another week.
ELECTION DATA will be
found on page one. George Haas,
reporting on SENIOR WEEK,
made the startling revelation
that there will be no Dinner
Dance; prices will be adjusted
accordingly. Tickets will be
available only through Miss

TUXEDOS AND ORCHIDS
FOR JUNIOR PROM
Humphrey at the Dean of Men's
On Friday, April 10, students
office.
may be measured for tuxedos
Under new business, it was
from nine till three in the stumoved that the Athletic Comdent Activity Room. These tuxes
mittee check into the CHEERare from Landen's Tuxedo; the
LEADING situation, and this
price is $8.75. Any man who is
will be done under the leadermeasured for a tux is under no
ship of Mr. James Przyblinski.
The final note was one con- obligation to take the tux, once
cerning the F R 0 S H - S 0 P H ordered, if for some reason he
SOCIAL AFFAIR. It was moved does not wish to go. There are
by Mr. Odoardi that the underclassmen be permitted to have a
HAYRIDE on April 17. The affair
seemed a good idea, but due to
the facts that it was rather late
in being presented to council,
and had the sanction of neither
the financial nor the social commissions, and to the fact that it
conflicted with the Junior Boat
Ride, which is open to sophomores, it provoked a good deal
of discussion. The ultimate result, after several votes, recounts,
and· counter-motions, was a tie
vote for and against, and in casting the deciding vote, President
Schneider voted against the hayride on April 17. It is conceivable
that it will be held on a later
656 EAST McMILLAN
date, but any future plans are
tentative.

four different Landen locations
in town, and the tuxes may also
be delivered to Xavier. This will
be arranged when the man ls
measured.
Also, for anyone interested,
Jim Tasto (PL 1-7156) is having
orchids flown in from Hawail.
These Hawaiian orchid corsages
are $3.50 each, and may be
ordered from Mr. Tasto simply
by calling him.

MILLER'S ALL STAR
DAIRY

ALL STAR

FOODS

••

Tlie Sliield of Quality

Millions of times a year
drivers and students keep
awake with safe NoDoz

WO 1-2474

Roll-A-Matic shaving obsoletes them all! A single fabulous shaver now adjusts •to solve every shaving problem
from your first shave on, all through life - no matter how
your beard or skin may change.

Let NoDoz® alert you
through college, too
NoDoz keeps you alert with caffeine--the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: nonhabit-forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation to keep your mind
and body alert during study and
exams until you can rest or sleep.
P. S.: When you need NoDoz,
it'll probably_ be late. Play safe.
Keep a supply handy,

PROM NOTICE

Secret's in Remington's exclusive Roller Combs. They
made Remington America's biggest selling shaver - roll
skin down, comb whiskers up to reach your Hidden
Beard: whisker bases below ordinary shaving level.

LEFT TO LOWER Roller
Combs as beard gets
tougher, grows longer;
and to trim sideburns.

RIGHT TO RAISE Roller
Combs when skin feels
more tender, and for
"teen-age skin."

UNLIMITED SETTINGS
In between for every
man's personal shav·
Ing needs.

Now, they adjust, fit any face -while 6 diamond-honed
cutters in th_e largest live shaving area of all give you
faster, closer shaves that last hours longer. So get the
only shaver that adjusts to you all your life-Remington's
Roll-A-Matic Shaver. At your campus Remington dealer,
or any jewelry, drug, department or appliance store.

NEWIADJUSTABLEI

'

REMINGTOtt ROLL·A·MATl8
ELECTRIC SHAVER Product of . . .4 ..... ~ e

The safe stay awake tabletaVii'iiible everywhere

Over 40% more men now llur 111mln1ton than the 11cond r1nkln1 tltctric 1111v11

....,. ........ Division of

s,..ry land Corporollo11, lrldgeport 2, Co11necllcut

Wotch TV'1 No. I 1how "Gun1111oke" on the CH TV Nelwerk.

•
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April Busies
Cleffers With
Ten Co11certs

•

COME ON IN I
It's Your Chevrolet Dealer's

by Tom Cahill,
News Associate Editor
Clef Club concertizing came to
an abrupt but brief halt not long
ago wHh the advent of the Easter vacation. The time, however,
was just long enough to rejuvenate those voices which have been
united in song since mid-February at many high schools, colleges, and hospitals throughout
the Greater Cincinnati area.
Also to be considered is the
fact that the month of April ls
by far the Clef Club's most busy
time. They have no less than ten
concerts, three of which are formal evening concerts. These are
at St. J.\lary of the Springs in
Columbus, Nazareth College in
Bardstown, Ky., and Mount St.
Joseph College in Cincinnati.
These three big events added to
song fests at Villa Madonna
Acaclemy, Mercy Hospital in
Hamilton, Ursuline Academy In
Brown County, and an excursion
through the Louisville area at
the end of the month make a
rather full thirty days.
The musical program of the
Clef Club has been noted several
times in the News as have the
outstanding jobs of Franklin
Bens and Henri Golembiewski.
Yet much of this season's success
is due to the special attractions,
soloist Bob Marchal and a
smaller group entitled T h e
Chimes.
Bob Marchal, as most of the
campus already knows, possesses
a -beautiful tenor voice which
makes his renditions of "For You
Alone" · and "A Little Bit of
Heaven" an enjoyable asset to
the program. The Chimes, a
group of twelve, offer "Unchained Melody" and "Once In
Love With Aµiy" in fine barbershop style.
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The Bel Air 2-Door Sedan-unmistakably '59 in every modern line.

come in and pick your favorite Chevy!

SPECTACULAR DEALS NOW!
SPECTACULAR SELECTION NOW!
FASl APPRAISAL AND "DELIVERY NO WI
TRADE AND SAVE NOW!

Brookwood 4-Door Wagon.
Save on this El Camino, too.

The happiest part of the Sales Spectacular is the kind
of car your money buys. Every Chevy-sedan, sport
moucl, wagon-shares a lean and lively Slimline look,
with plenty of room and a ride that's right for the
roads you drive. Come in and take a close look at
all of Chevrolet's features, right away.

The sporty Impala Convertible.

The 1959 Impala Sport Coupe.

The cm· that's wanted
I 01· all its worth.

For a "Spring Sales Spectacular' deal see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer!
1

Do·.: .KJu
Think
for
Yourself
?(,:,'t[STf:~"[,'J'::~J
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1. When your friends impart confidences,
clo you feel (A) uncomfortable, or
(B) complimented?

~. a:~?"',, 5.

l}'\,\J.\ .~ ···/

8

~l

"!='

-· 71 .

Do you find that you work or stucly
more e!Tectively (A) under supervision,
or (B) on you~ own schedule?

B

jh

•

~~

~~

2. Do you prefer a task which demands
(A) the organization of complex details,
or (B) a constant fiow of ideas?

6. Is it your feeling that close
friendships with superiors would be
(A) a great help, or (B) actually a
hindrance to your career with a firm?

3. Would your first reaction to a difficult
committee appointment be that you had
been (A) "stuck," or (B) honored?

7. Which, to your mind, has the greater
influence on you in making a good grade:
(A) the instructor, or (B) the subject
matter of a course?

A

8

4. IC you were a contestant on a quiz
program which of these question
categories would you prefer: (A) popular
songs of today, or (B) current events?

8. Do you believe that the saying "haste
makes waste''. is (A) always true, or ·
(B) often false?

9. Which would weigh more
heavily in your choice of filter
cigarettes: (A) the opinions
of friends with similar tastes,
or (B) your o\vn
considered judgment?

AD aO
·:

It is usually the case that men and women
who really think for themselves come
around to VICEROY as their brand of filter
cigarette ..• for two very good reasons:
VICEROY is the one cigarette that gives
them a thinking man's filter and a smoking
man's taste.
*If you checked (B) on any six of the nine
questi'ons .•• 11ou reall11 think for 11ourself!

•

G 1 O:i9, Orawu 6 WUUamson Tobacco Corp,

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows

-

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI
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Senior Class Receives Eiglity·one
Percent Of Pledges For Gift

The whole idea of the gift is
to leave something special be·
hind for future generations here.
The class will provide for the
desks and other equipment to
go into the room. The only work
that remains for the committee
is the collecting o.f the pledges.
On the 6th, reminders went out
to the pledgees exhorting them
to come across with the dough,
because the ground will be
broken for the building on May
16 of this year. It would be very
nice to have all the money in by
that time.
There are a number of ways
to pay your pledge; you can give
it to the receptionist at the desk
in Hinkel Hall, or you can give

Special Program Fills Double Need
by Jim Keller

by Jack Lel\loult

The Senior Class has already
procured pledges from 81 % o.f
those graduating in June for the
class gift. As things stand now,
the committee in charge of getting the money, headed by Kurt
Bofinger and Steve Shultz, can
hope to get $2,527.50 What will
the money go towards? The plan
of the class is to equip one of
the classes in the new building
which is going up back on the
east side of campus.

PLACEMENT OFFICE NEWS

it to Mrs. Dugan in the development office (in· the basement of
Albers), or you can even turn it
over to Miss Eileen Humphrey in
the Dean o.f Men's office. Take
your pick.
Although 81 % of the seniors
have pledged, and although this
is a very high percentage,
wouldn't it be nice if there was
100% cooperation. We're not
sure whether there ever was a
gift donated by 100% of the
senior class, but it seems to us
that this would be ideal for the
parting class of '59. Those of
you who have not pledged can
still do so by contacting Kurt
or Steve. You don't have to give
away a fortune, just something
to put you in with the rest of
the group contributing.
The Senior Class Remembrance
Fund is for the whole senior
class, it could be the whole senior class.

......

-----B1umrin1'1 PharmacyThe Drug Store Closest To
Xavier University
MEirose 1-3708
3618 Montgomery Road

Sophomores and juniors attended an orientation meeting
for the Summer Interne Program
on Mond'ay, April 6th. This
meeting was the first step in a
growing program that fills a
double need.
It is a fact that thir,ty percent
of the college graduates change
jobs within a year. Such change
damages the man and burdens
the company. The procedures
that the man has learned and his
general adaption to his job are
practically worthless when he
changes to a different position.
His advancement is also retarded
because of the time that he has
wasted.

The first year turn-over burdens the company-about ten
thousand dollars worth. For
during the first year, the new
employee must be trained and
paid, but he really isn't very
productive. In fact, the company
only begins .to realize a profit
much later.

The Summer lnterne Program
is an answer to the man and the
company. The man discovers If
he is suited to the particular job,
his experiences give direction
and incentive to his classroom
studies, and by undergoing the
training procedure early, he Is
ready for a more responsible
position upon graduation.

The program offers the company a relatively inexpensive
method of finding their future
employees. Also, the summer
interne can be a valuable replacement for vacationing em·
ployees.
Present interne fields at Xavier are varied. Openings exist at
the management level .in local
department stores, insurance
companies, food retailers, and
banks. Also, civil service positions with the Federal government are available in the sciences
and administration.
Although the first meeting is
in the past tense, it is not too
late to participate.

ut soft! What taste from
yonder [FI~TER-BLEND f ...

ITS WHATS UP FRONT THAT COUNTS

U.S. KEDS
for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis
players. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort; an
abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing
surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete
support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.
LOOK FOR THE KEDS LABEL

This filter, be it e'er so pure and white
Must needs give flavor too, full clear and bright
Else would the trusting smoker, filled with hope
Again be dashed, dejected be ..• and mope.
And thus we come to Winston's obvious truth
It's what's up front that counts- and 'tis, forsooth
In that the fine tobaccos, in ·the end
Are by exclusive process-Filter-BlendBecome the tastiest taste that e'er hath played
Across your dancing taste-buds, man or maid I
Be ye not slow, therefore, to test the wit
Of what we say: that Winston, friend, is it;
For th.at with ev'ry smoke ye do delay
Ve are not gath'ring rosebuds while ye may!

'' We are aclvertisecl 6y our loving f riencls..."
ICING HKNRY YI,

United States Rullller
Rockefeller Cenier, New York 20, tL Y.

R. J, llEYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., WiNSTON·SALEll, N, C.

~ART

111, ACT Y, SC. Ill
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The Night Side of The News
Candidates Vie For
''Lady Of Tlie Evening''
Thirty-four candidates have vied during this past week
to be elected finali.sts for the honor of Lady of the Evening
College. The Evenmg College students will complete their
balloting this evening and the ten finalists will be announced
Monday, April 13.
The semi-finalists are Marilyn
Arzman, Kayra Burichter, Maryhelen Cannon, Jo Ann Coors,
Betty Delaney, Janet Doyle, Jane
Grever, Charlotte Kipp, Rita

Kleespies, Amy Krabbe, Mary
Lee Lock, Marcia Logsdon, Mary
Sue McDonald, Carolyn Maher,
Mary Maloney, Jean Ann Murray,
Diana Pellillo, Joan Providenti,

Mary Ann Reuss, Mary Jo Rieskamp, Alice Rogers, Dottie Rolf,
Ruth Ann Ruebusch, Aileen
Ryan, Nancy Schlie, Judy Swis,
Nancy Trefzger, Sandy Volmer,
Joan Weichold, Evelyn Woelfle,
Careann Wulker, Georgia Wurzebacher, and Nancy Zurenko.
The ten finalists will participate in campaigning later this
month, and one of them will be
elected and crowned at the Evening ·College Spring Formal to
be held May 9 at the Rookwood
(Continued on Page 10)

E.C. Salutes Outstanding Student
by Joy Meier

We
College.
contact
Wing is

George's concentration is in
can all be proud of being students at XU Evening General Business. He will receive
Proud because we have the privilege of coming in his degree in June, 1960 but
with so many outstanding people of whom George plans, also, to begin on his master's degree next year. In attendan example.
ing 10 semesters at X.U. he has
distinguished himself by making
the Dean's Ljst 9 of these semesters. The studies which George
is ·pursuing have direct application to the position which he
holds with the Federal Reserve
Bank, supervisor in the Cash
Department. ~ince his position
is such, it is rather natural that
he has an interest in economics.
All policies of the Federal Reserve are based on economic
_trends. Our own country exists
in a managed money economy
and the Federal Reserve regulates this money. His hope for
the future, after obtaining his
masters, is to become connected
with the Cleveland Federal
Reserve Economic Research Unit.
He has admitted, too, that he has
the desire to teach in an Evening
College. This is just one more
assurance that our Evening Colleges will continue to be staffed
with excellent professors.

Left to right, Lisa Ann, JUr. George Wing, and wife, Jean.

All of us who have attended
classes with George have probably marvelled at his knowledge
of the business affairs of the
world. And these are things
which are always changing. The
reason why he is so well versed
in this field is that he reads
faithfully such publications as

Wallst'l"eet Journal, Federal Reserve Bulletin, Kiplinger News
Letter, ls't National City News
Letter of New York, and Business
Trends, published by the Federal

Piper Slacks
These extra-slim trousers
epitomize the campusoriented styles you'll find
in all sportswear that
be;;; the HI S label. Seek
them at your favorite
men's shop. $4.95 to $6.95,
in a wide variety of
washable cottons.

available at both

Gentry
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
GArfield 1-1900
Seventh at Central
ELmhurst
1-3220
Swifton Center
FREE PARKING
• • at both locations - -

Reserve Bank of Cleveland. So
many of us complain that we do
not have the time to do supplementary reading-that our jobs,
classes, and family life do not
give us the extra time necessary.
But as we know, George does it.
How? By utilizing those extra
minutes we perhaps waste, for
example, while waiting for and
riding the bus to work.
Yet George is not narrowminded in his field of thought.
He thinks that philosophy courses
are the most important ones, for
they teach you how to think
logically and even how to study.
Aside from the fact that he
hopes bis degrees will open
better and more challenging
positions, perhaps greater seeur·
Uy for himself and his family,
be still considers education's
primary purpose as the highest
goal-intellectual and self development.
George is married and has a
young daughter, but he does not
feel that his heavy schedule
causes sacrifice on the part of
his family. They have all arranged their schedules accordingly and week ends are always
spent together. He does attribuie
his accomplishments to a very
understanding wife.
When I asked George what he
considered the most Important
thing In life he answered, "Per( Continued on Page 10)
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Two Mighty Good Men To Know
22 Years Experience

BRAKES
RELINED

MUFFLERS
INSTALLED FREE
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 l\fontgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
"World's First Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"

(Bu the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

VIVE LE POPCORN!
The other day ns I was walking down the street picking up
tinfoil, (Marlboro, incidentally, has the best tinfoil, which is
not surprising when you consider thnt they have the best cigarettes, which is not surprising when you consider that they take
the best filters and put them together with the best tobaccos
and rush them to your tobacco counter, fresh and firm and
loaded with smoking pleasure). The other day, I say, us I was
wnlking down the street picking up tinfoil, (I have, incidentally,
the second largest ball of tinfoil in our family. l\'Iy brother
Eleanor's is bigge1·-morc than four miles in diameter-but, of
course, he is taller than I). The other day, ns I was saying, while
walking down the street picking up tinfoil, I passed a campus
and right beside it, a movie theatre which specialized in showing foreign films. :Most campuses have foreign movie theatres
close by, because foreign movies arc full of culture, art, and
esoterica, and whcrn is culture more rife, art more rampant,
and esoterica more endemic than on a campus?
Nowhere; that's where.

I hope you ha Ye nil been taking advantage of your local foreign
film theatre. Herc you will find no simple-minded Hollywood
products, marked by treacly sentimentality and machine-made
bravura. Herc you will find life itself-in all its grimness, its
poverty, its naked, raw passion!

Have you, for instance, seen the, recent French import, Le
Crayon de Mon Oncle ("The Kneecap"), a savage and uncompromising story of a man named Claude, whose consuming
ambition is to get a job as n meter reader with the Paris water
department? But he is unable, alas, to afford the flashlight
one needs for this position. His wife, Bon-Bon, sells her hair
to a wigmaker nnd buys him a flashlight. Then, alas, Claude
discovers that one nlso requires a leatherette bow tie. This time
his two young daughters, Cnrnmel and Nougat, sell their hair
to a wigmaker. So now Claude has his leatherette bow tic,
but now, alas, his flashlight battery is burned out and the
whole family, alas, is bald.
Or have you seen the latest Italian masterpiece, La Donna E
Mobile (I Ache All Over), a heart-shattering talc of n boy and
his dog? l\falvolio, n Venetian lad of nine, loves his little dog
with every fibre of his being. He has one great dream: to enter
the dog in the annual Venetian dog show. But this, alas, requires
nn entrance fee, and Mnlvolio, alas, is penniless. However, he
saves and scrimps and steals and finally gets enough together
to enter the dog in the show. The dog, alas, comes in twcntythird. Malvolio sells him to a vivisectionist.
Or hayc you seen the new Japanese triumph, Kibulzi-San
(The Hndish), n pulse-stirring historical romance about Yamoto,
a poor farmer, :md his daughter Ethel who arc accosted by a
warlord one moming on their way to market? The warlord cuts
Yamoto in half with his samurai sword and runs off with Ethel.
When Yamoto recovers, he seeks out Ethel's fiance, Hcd
Buttons, and together they find the warlord and kill him. But,
alas, the warlord was also a sorcerer and he whimsically turned
Ethel into n whooping crane. Loyal Red Buttons takes Ethel
home where he feeds her fish heads for twenty years nml keeps
hoping she'll turn back into a woman. She never docs. Alus.
@ 1959 Mn Sbulmoa

•

•

II t11ere's smoking In tl1e balcony of your t/leatre, we /lope
you'll be smoking Pllilip lflorris-or, if yoll prefer filters,
Marlboro, • , ltlarlboro-nerv improved filter, fine ricl& flavor
-from Ille makers of Pl1ilip Morri11,
-
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E.C. For1nal
(Coniinued from Page 9)
Room of Hotel Sinton.
Students are asked to pay for
their tickets in advance at the
Evening College office In order
to reduce the activity at the door
on the night of the dance. Mr.
Jerry Seeger, ticket chairman,
has stated, "Since the tickets
mailed to all the students have
been recorded, they will have to
be double-checked the night of
the dance if they are not paid
for in. advance."

painter, lifeguard
Scars and marks: 1" cut scar
on chin, little finger right hand
crooked at first joint. May wear
i.
toupee, may cover bald spot on
head with bandage, wears hat or
cap continuously both indoors
and outdoors, may wear glasses,
reportedly likes Ivy League style
clothing, is said to be studious ·
and quiet spoken, may pose as
Frank Lawrence Sprenz
·college student, frequents places
Editors Note:
of entertainment patronized by
The man pictured above, as he - young people, has gap between
is naturally on the left and in upper front teeth, is inclined to
cognito on the right, is the flying brag and enjoys being the "big
bank robber In co-operation with shot", enjoys working on old
the F.B.I. the NEWS is printing cars and is an avid gun trader.

WANTED

his description. He often poses
as a collegian. Any information
should be directed to the local
office of the F.B.l.
J.D.D.

BULLETIN

NOMINATIONS & ELECTIONS
As of Monday, the eighth, nom·
lnations are open for elections to
any elected office on campus.
He is described as follows:
They will close Wednesday, the
Age: 29
15th,
and elections will be held
Born: 2-13-30, Akron, Ohio
the following WednesdAy and
Height: 5'10" to 11"
Thursday (April 22 and 23). Thus
Weight: 185 to 192 lbs.
far, there is approximately one
Build: Medium
Hair: Dark brown or black, man running for each office. In
a democratic system It Is recomthinning
mended that there be more than
Eyes: Brown
one candidate, so that the better
Complexion: Medium
choice
be elected. This Is also
Race: White
desired on the Xavier campus.
Nationality: American
Anyone who might be interested
Occupations: Auto mechanic, in running for an office should
clerk-typist, construction worker, see Mr. John Grosh.

E. T.S. TESTS
(Continued fro'll Page 1)
sized that these tests will not
affect any student's academic
grade at Xavier, but at the same
time he urges every student to
take the tests seriously and do
his .best. This attitude toward the
tests will be to the advantage
both of the students and the university, since a major purpose of
the tests is to determine accu- rately weak and strong areas in
the present curriculum.
Since most members of the
faculty will be engaged in proc-

toring the tests, there will be no
classes on Monday, April 20th.
Sophomores and seniors are to
report to their assigned rooms at
8: 15 a.m. · FRESHMAN AND
JUNIORS WILL HAVE A HOLIDAY.

E.C. PERSONALITY
(Continued from Page 9)
severance, staying with something until you do It." Perhaps
we can. all profit from these
words. For along with ablllty we
must all persevere If accomplishment ls to be our goal-like that
of George A. Wing.

Fat- Meal• at Home •••
Fol' Lunc#te1 at Wori- or Scltool .••

-------·~~-----HOMOGENIZm MILK
QUALITY v OIEKD
(with Vitamin D)

1a CREAM

1h9y can't be beat as Healthful Food
cmd Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Storel For Home Delivery can CHerry
1-llll>t or ask your French-Bauer driftrl
I
11119 MllY NOOUCll aa 1ea
.~
~ ~.... , ''!' _____
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to_,,,.,,..,,..

Miss Phyllis Tolwig,
1958 Lady of the Evening College

Pre-registration
(Continued from Page 1)
PHILOSOPHY-Fr. Tillman, Fr.
Byrne, Dr. Gendreau, Mr. Gruenenfelder, Fr. Kenney, Mr. Magner, Mr. Marrero, Mr. Tich, Fr.
Tracy, Fr. Wulftange
PHYSICS-Mr. Hart, Fr. Bradley, Mr. Cordier, Mr. Marcaccio,
Fr. Poetker, Dr. Pong, Fr. Vollmayer
PSYCHOLOGGY - Dr. Hamel,
Dr. Bieliauskas, Fr. D. Foley,
Mr. LaGrange, Fr. Reinke
J!llll III1111111111111111111111111111111111111 a:
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These guys are so
far out, they wear space helmets. They
never ask, "How High the Moon?" They
know. When there were seven of them,
they were a heptet. But since they've
added a man, simple arithmetic makes
them a rocktet! Naturally, when they take
ten, they take Luckies. Like anyone else
(square, round or what-have-you), they
know all about the honest taste of fine
tobacco. Consensus: flipsville!
Thlnlrll•h lranalaflon:

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r:

Get WILDROOT
CREAM·OIL Charlie!

HOW TO MAKE '25
Take a word-garbage, for example. With it, you can make the contents of
an auto junk yard (carbage), Hollywood refuse (starbage), incinerator dust
(charbage) or glass-factory rejects (jarbage). That's Thinklish-and it's that
easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best-your check is
itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Enclose your name, address, university and class.

Get the genuine article

·Get the· honest taste

J. GUTENBERG, bookmaker, says: "If
you want hair that's neat, not greasy,
you're just the type for Wildroot!"

Ju,talittlebi~ ~
of Wildroot
.

and ... WOW!
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CIGARETTES;:,
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of a LUCKY STRIKE
9'R VV~
.~
!°'~~----- - "t;'I.~
Produd of c/-lkf.J11.,~,~
J"'1«e# is our middle 11a1111,.

